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With Special Thanks to: 

For making the virtual, "Get Schooled!" 
program possible. 

 
and to:  

For funding hundreds of PASSPORTS for 
our regions' students. 

 
 THANK YOU!

If YOU would like to 
support one of our

Virtual Get Schooled
Field Trips, please

contact
540.342.1247!
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seriously at risk of extinction

the process of a particular thing ceasing to exist

illegally hunt or catch
an animal that naturally preys on others

an animal that is caught and killed by others for food 
a group of organisms that share common characteristics

python, zoo, cat, and, danger, apes, ape, red, 
pen, panda
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ecology
The branch of biology that deals with the relations of      

 organisms to one another and to their physical surroundings.
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The decline in the Pallas Cat population is partially due to habitat
changes and a decrease in prey population. 

The resurgence in their population is due to the  study of the snow
leopard and  a robust breeding program in captivity.  
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Three reasons the snow leopard's population has been declining

are, climate change has led to less availability of food, the leopards

are hunted for medicines, and they are hunted for clothing.
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Red pandas are considered to be in a more critical state on

the Red List because they face more serious threats.  The

red panda is considered prey for many other animals. 

There are many reasons the red panda is an

endangered species. Some of them are habitat

fragmentation and habitat destruction, popular as

pets, hunted for fur, hunted for bush meat, and

canine distemper 

If each panda below represents 1,000 pandas,
circle the number of pandas currently living in

the wild. 

Challenge Question: Did you hear it? 
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The sign at the zoo stated that red pandas are
similar in size to the housecat. If the ruler below
represents a 5ft ruler, can you draw a red panda

on top of the ruler? Don't forget the tail! 
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White-tailed deer

Florida

 Pennsylvania 
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raccoon
rabbit

white-tailed deer
nutria 

rodents

berries 
insects

260

The red wolf population has

suffered partially due to fear from

humans, lack of knowledge of

species, and poaching.
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Where are the Burmese pythons considered an invasive
species?

What animal is threatened by the Burmese Python in
Florida? American Alligator

Florida 

Asia

Habitat destruction, being hunted for meat, being

hunted for leather, being collected for the pet trade. 

No, Burmese pythons should not be relocated because the

snakes are too large to transport and there is risk of

introducing diseases and parasites to the new areas.



threatened 
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A few common threats among all the creatures in the

video are being hunted, habitat changes, and food

chain changes.

Nova

snow leopards

red wolf

,       vulnerable          

blue

Bambi Godkin

and endangered species (including plants).
, There are 
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